


You will need
• 2 lemons
• Cold water
• 1 teaspoon baking soda
• 1 teaspoon sugar (this will make the lemonade sweet. If you don't want it too sweet, use less 

sugar)
• Glass
• Spoon
• Ice (optional)

What to do
• Squeeze the lemons into a glass. Try to squeeze as much juice as 

possible.
• Pour in an equal amount of cold water.
• Stir in a teaspoon of baking soda.
• Stir in the sugar if you want sweet lemonade and add the ice if 

you're using it.



You will need
• A wooden skewer (you can also use a clean wooden chopstick)
• A clothes peg
• 250ml of water
• 400g-600g of sugar
• A tall narrow glass or jar

What to do
• Clip the wooden skewer into the clothes peg so that it hangs down inside 

the glass and is about (2.5 cm from the bottom of the glass. (as shown)
• Remove the skewer and clothes peg and put them aside for now.
• Pour the water into a pan and bring it to boil.
• Pour about 100g of sugar into the boiling water, stirring until it dissolves.
• Keep adding more and more sugar, each time stirring it until it dissolves, 

until no more will dissolve. This will take time and patience and it will take 
longer for the sugar to dissolve each time. Once no more sugar will 
dissolve, remove it from heat and allow it to cool for at least 20 minutes.



You will need
• 2 litres of milk (skimmed or semi-skimmed)
• 100 g dried milk powder (optional)
• 8 tbsp plain, live yoghurt
• Saucepan

• Mixing bowl
• Hand whisk
• Thermos flask / cling film and clean towel
• Sterile air tight container e.g. jam jar, 

coffee jar

What to do
• Put the milk in a saucepan and place over a medium heat. Heat the milk to 80 degrees Celsius. If 

you don't have a thermometer, wait until the milk steams and bubbles appear around the edge.
• Pour into a mixing bowl and leave to cool until the milk reaches 46 degrees Celsius.
• Whisk in the yoghurt and dried milk powder. Dried milk powder thickens the yoghurt, so if you 

want runnier yoghurt, use less milk powder.
• In the video, the yoghurt is poured into glass jars and put in an oven with the light on overnight. 

Alternatively, you can cover the top of the mixing bowl with cling film and a clean towel and 
leave the bowel somewhere warm - in an airing cupboard or on top of a radiator. Another option 
is to gently warm a thermos flask and pour the mixture in there.

• Leave the mixture for 6-8 hours or overnight.
• If the yoghurt has thickened and looks set, pour it into a sterile, airtight container and put it in 

the fridge.



You will need
• 2 100g caster sugar
• 3 tablespoons golden syrup
• 1 teaspoon bicarbonate of soda
• Butter or margarine
• Large heavy-bottomed saucepan

• Wooden spoon
• Foil
• Roasting tin
• Cook's thermometer (optional)

What to do
• Line the roasting tin with foil. Grease the foil with butter or margarine.
• Mix the caster sugar and golden syrup in the saucepan.
• Place on the stove on a low heat until the sugar has melted. This 

should take 10-15 minutes. Stir occasionally and don't let the sugar 
burn. If you have a cook's thermometer, you can heat the mixture until 
it reaches around 150 Celsius and keep it at that temperature for 10 
minutes.

• Once the sugar has melted, take the pan off the heat and mix in the 
bicarbonate of soda. Be careful, the sugar will bubble up!

• Pour the mixture into the tin and leave the toffee to cool.
• Break the toffee into bits and taste!



You will need
• 6 teaspoons citric acid crystals - get them 

from the baking section of the supermarket 
or from chemists. Make sure they're suitable 
for adding to food (some citric acid crystals 
aren't edible).

• 3 tablespoons bicarbonate of soda
• 4 tablespoons icing sugar
• Mixing bowl
• Spoon

What to do
• Mix the citric acid crystals and bicarbonate of 

soda.
• Bash the mixture to a fine powder with a 

spoon.
• Mix the icing sugar with the citric acid 

crystals and bicarbonate of soda.
• You can add food colouring to change the 

colour and flavourings to change the taste





You will need
• Plastic beaker (must be a cylinder). You can use any other kind of 

lightweight cylinder.
• Elastic bands
• Plasticine or Play-Doh
• Books
• Plastic tray (or something else to make a ramp with)

What to do
• Wrap some elastic bands around the beaker. This will give it some 

grip on the ramp.
• Build a ramp. Put one end of the tray (or whatever else you're 

using) on the ground. Rest the other end on a stack of books.
• Roll a worm of plasticine or Play-Doh so that it's the same length as 

your beaker. Stick it along one side of your beaker.
• Put the beaker on the ramp with the plasticine or Play-Doh on top.
• Roll the beaker slightly towards you (the top of the ramp), without 

letting go of it.
• Let go of the beaker.



You will need
• Thaumatrope template - draw your own 
• Scissors
• Black pen or coloured felt tips
• Skewer (you could use a pencil or a straw instead)
• Sellotape
• Pen

What to do
• Use the thaumatrope template . 
• Cut out the template and fold it in half, with the pictures on the outside.
• Tape the skewer inside the template, with one end of the skewer against the fold and the 

other end showing at the bottom, like a lollipop.
• Tape the template together, with a picture showing on either side.
• Hold the stick between your hands and twist it slowly. The template will flip from one picture 

to the other. Speed up the twisting. What do you notice?



You will need
• Water
• Saucer or shallow bowl
• Tea light or small candle
• Lighter or match
• Glass
• Food colouring (optional)

What to do
• Pour water into the saucer or bowl to around 1cm deep. Adding a couple of drops of 

food colouring will make the water easier to see.
• Place the tea light or small candle in the centre of the bowl, making sure that the 

wick doesn't get wet.
• Use the lighter or match to light the candle.
• Turn the glass upside down and place it over the candle.



You will need
• A foam tray (like the kind meat comes in) or a piece of 

non-corrugated cardboard
• A tray, bowl, or baking sheet full of water
• Liquid dish soap
• A toothpick

What to do
• Cut the foam tray or cardboard into a boat shape as 

shown.
• A good size seems to be about 5cm long.
• Dip the toothpick into the liquid soap and use the 

toothpick to put soap onto the sides of the notch at the 
back of the boat.

• Now carefully place the boat onto the surface of the 
water and watch it scoot across the water for several 
seconds – you’ve made a soap-powered boat! To 
demonstrate the boat again, you will need to rinse out the 
tray to remove any soap from the previous demonstration.



You will need
• A regular plastic drinking straw
• 7.5cm X 12.5cm index card or stiff paper
• Tape
• Scissors

What to do
• Cut the index card or stiff paper into 3 separate pieces that measure 2.5 

cm by 12.5 cm.
• Take 2 of the pieces of paper and tape them together into a hoop as 

shown. Be sure to overlap the pieces about 1 cm so that they keep a nice 
round shape once taped.

• Use the last strip of paper to make a smaller hoop, overlapping the edges a 
bit like before.

• Tape the paper loops to the ends of the straw as shown below. (notice 
that the straw is lined up on the inside of the loops)

• Now hold the straw in the middle with the hoops on top and throw it in 
the air similar to how you might throw a dart angled slightly up. With some 
practice you can get it to go farther than many paper airplanes.



You will need
• 2.5 cm wide PVC Pipe about 60cm) long or a balloon.
• Mylar tinsel for Christmas trees. There are many types of tinsel – you 

should look for the thinnest and narrowest possible. 
• A head of clean, dry hair
• Scissors

What to do
• Arrange 6 strands of mylar together and tie them together in a knot at one 

end.
• Tie them together again about 15cm from the first knot.
• Cut the loose mylar strands off just past each knot.
• Charge the PVC pipe by rubbing it back and forth through your hair for 10 

seconds.
• Hold the mylar orb, by the knot, above the charged pipe and let it drop and 

touch the pipe.
• It should repel away and start floating. If the tinsel keeps sticking to the 

pipe, the tinsel is probably not thin enough and you will need to try another 
kind of tinsel. (You will usually have to “recharge” the pipe before each 
levitation.)



You will need
• A large iron nail
• About 1m of THIN COATED copper wire
• A fresh D size battery
• Some paper clips or other small magnetic objects

What to do
• Leave about 20cm of wire loose at one end and wrap most of the rest of 

the wire around the nail. Try not to overlap the wires.
• Cut the wire (if needed) so that there is about another 20cm loose at the 

other end too.
• Now remove about 2.5cm of the plastic coating from both ends of the wire 

and attach the one wire to one end of a battery and the other wire to the 
other end of the battery – be careful though, the wire could get very hot!)

• Put the point of the nail near a few paper clips and it should pick them up!
NOTE: Making an electromagnet uses up the battery somewhat quickly 
which is why the battery may get warm, so disconnect the wires when you 
are done exploring.



You will need
• Cardboard 

pizza box
• Scissors
• Tin foil
• Sellotape
• Clingfilm 
• Black paper or 

paint
• Newspapers or 

shredded paper
• Ruler
• Glass dish
• Tasty food to 

cook. Try 
marshmallows, 
toast or cheesy 
nachos.

• Oven gloves

What to do
• Use the scissors to cut a flap in the lid of the pizza box. Cut along three 

sides, leaving around two centimetres between the sides of the flap and 
the edges of the lid. Fold the flap back so it stands up when the box lid is 
closed.

• Cover the inner side of the flap with tin foil.
• Sellotape cling film or a zip-lock bag over the hole in the lid of the pizza 

box. This will create a clear, airtight seal.
• Paint the bottom of the box black, or line it with black paper.
• To insulate your oven so it keeps in heat, put shredded paper or rolled up 

sheets of newspaper around the sides of the pizza box. Make sure you 
leave enough space for your food! You should still be able to close the box 
lid.

• Set up your solar oven outside on a sunny day, between 11am-3pm. Make 
sure you choose a sunny spot. Adjust the flap so that it reflects the most 
sunlight possible onto the cling film covered hole in the box lid. Use a 
ruler to prop open the flap at the right angle. This will pre-heat the solar 
oven and make sure the inside is hot when you put your food in.

• After you have pre-heated the oven, put the food you want to cook on a 
clear glass dish and put it inside your solar oven. Remember to make sure 
as much sunlight as possible is reflected onto the cling film covered hole 
in the box. You can grill cheesy nachos, make hot, buttered toast or melt 
marshmallows. It will take longer to cook food than in a normal oven

• When the food is done, open the lid of your solar oven and use oven gloves 
to lift the glass plate out of the oven.



You will need
• A glass or clear plastic 

cup
• Water
• Red food colouring

• Runny honey
• Vegetable or sunflower 

oil
• Washing up liquid

What to do
• Squeeze or spoon some runny honey into the bottom of the glass until it is 

2-3cm deep.
• Tip the glass slightly and slowly squeeze the same amount of washing up 

liquid down the inside of the glass (avoid making bubbles).
• In a jug, add a few drops of red food colouring to a small amount of 

water.
• Again, tip the glass and very carefully pour the coloured water in to the 

glass. Make sure you dribble it down the side so that it doesn't mix with 
the washing up liquid.

• Finally, tip the glass and gently pour the same depth of oil down the inside 
if the glass.

• Stand the glass upright and admire your liquid rainbow.



You will need
• Teabag with a string and label
• Non-flammable plate
• Scissors
• Lighter or match

What to do
• Remove the staple, label and string from the teabag.
• Pour the tea into a bin.
• Unfold the teabag.
• Turn the teabag into a cylinder - make sure there's a space in the 

centre. You can use your finger if that helps.
• Stand the cylinder on one end on a plate. Make sure it's on a flat 

surface.
• Use a lighter or match to set the top of the teabag cylinder on 

fire.



You will need
• A 2 litre plastic bottle
• Ketchup pack from a fast food restaurant
• Salt 

What to do
1. Remove any labels from the bottle and fill it all the way to the top with water.
2. Add a ketchup pack to the bottle.
3. If the ketchup floats, you’re all set – go to step 4. If the ketchup sinks in the bottle, go to step 

5.
4. For the floating ketchup pack simply screw the cap on the bottle and squeeze the sides of the 

bottle hard. If the ketchup sinks when you squeeze it, and floats when you release it, 
congratulations, you’re ready to show it off. If it does not sink when you squeeze it, try a 
different kind of ketchup pack or try a mustard or soy sauce pack.

5. If the ketchup pack sinks, add about 3 tablespoons (45 ml) of salt to the bottle. Cap it and shake 
it up until the salt dissolves. (Kosher salt will keep the water from getting too cloudy, although 
it will usually clear up over time if using regular table salt.) Continue adding salt, a few 
tablespoons at a time until the ketchup is just barely floating to the top of the bottle. Once it is 
consistently floating, make sure the bottle is filled to the top with water, and then cap it tightly. 
Now squeeze the bottle. The magic ketchup should sink when you squeeze the bottle and float 
up when you release it. With some practice you can get it to stop in the middle of the bottle.





You will need
• Tupperware container
• Modelling clay or Plasticine
• Shells or plastic toys
• Plaster of Paris
• Water

What to do
• Cover the bottom of your Tupperware container with modelling clay to a depth of around 2 

centimetres.
• Press a few plastic animals, shells, or whatever else you'd like to fossilise, into the clay.
• Remove the objects. This should leave an imprint of the object in the clay.
• Mix a quarter of a cup of plaster of Paris with water, until it is quite runny.
• Pour the plaster of Paris over the modelling clay to a depth of around 2 centimetres.
• Let the plaster dry for 24 hours.
• Remove the plaster from the Tupperware and remove any leftover bits of clay.



You will need
• Ice cube
• Salt
• String
• Glass
• Water
• Scissors

What to do
• Fill the glass to the top with water.
• Cut a piece of string around 20 centimetres long.
• Place an ice cube in the water. It will float.
• Lay the string across the ice cube and glass.
• Cover ice cube and string with a layer of salt.
• Leave for one minute.
• Carefully pick up the ends of the string.



You will need
• A clean 1 litre drinks bottle
• 250ml of water
• Vegetable Oil
• Fizzing tablets (such as Alka Seltzer)
• Food colouring

What to do
• Pour the water into the bottle.
• Use a funnel to slowly pour the vegetable oil into the bottle until it’s 

almost full. You may have to wait a few minutes for the oil and water 
separate.

• Add 10 drops of food colouring to the bottle. The drops will pass through 
the oil and then mix with the water below.

• Break the fizzing tablet in half and drop the half tablet into the bottle. 
Watch it sink to the bottom and let the blobby greatness begin!

• To keep the effect going, just add another tablet piece. For a true lava 
lamp effect, shine a flashlight through the bottom of the bottle.



You will need
• A clean 500ml plastic 

drinks bottle
• 125ml 20-volume (6% 

solution) hydrogen 
peroxide liquid 

• 1 Tablespoon of dry yeast
• 3 Tablespoons of warm 

water
• Liquid dish washing soap
• Food colouring
• Small cup
• Safety goggles
• A large plastic tray to sit 

the bottle on
What to do

• Hydrogen peroxide can irritate skin and eyes, so put on those safety 
goggles and ask an adult to carefully pour the hydrogen peroxide into the 
bottle.

• Add 8 drops of food colouring into the bottle.
• Add about 1 tablespoon of liquid dish soap into the bottle and swish the 

bottle around a bit to mix it.
• In a separate small cup, combine the warm water and the yeast together 

and mix for about 30 seconds.
• Pour the yeast water mixture into the bottle (a funnel helps here) and 

watch the foaminess begin!



You will need
• 100ml of water
• 100ml 0f PVA glue
• 100ml of liquid starch (used for clothes
• Food colouring (optional)
• Mixing bowl
• Mixing spoon

What to do
• Pour all of the glue into the mixing bowl.
• Pour all of the water to the mixing bowl with the glue.
• Stir the glue and water together.
• Add 6 drops of food colouring.
• Add the liquid starch and stir it in.
• Store it in a zip-lock bag when you are not using it.



You will need
• PVA glue
• 2 disposable cups
• Food colouring
• Water
• Borax Powder 
• A plastic spoon 
• A tablespoon 

What to do
• Fill one small cup with water and add a spoonful of the Borax powder and 

stir it up. Then set it aside.
• Fill the other small cup with about 2.5 cm)of the glue.
• Add three tablespoons of water to the glue and stir.
• Add a few drops of the food colouring and stir it up until mixed.
• Add one tablespoons of the Borax solution you made earlier and stir well.
• After the slime forms let it sit for about 30 seconds.
• Store it in a zip-lock bag when you are not using it.



You will need
• PVA glue
• 2 disposable cups
• Food colouring
• Water

• Corn flour
• Borax Powder 
• A plastic spoon 
• A tablespoon 

What to do
• Fill one small cup with water and add a spoonful of the Borax powder and 

stir it up. Then set it aside.
• Pour 1 tablespoon of glue into the other and add3-4 drops of food 

colouring.
• Add 1/2 teaspoon of the borax solution and 1 tablespoon of corn flour to 

the glue. Do not stir.
• Allow the ingredients to interact on their own for 10-15 seconds and then 

stir them together to fully mix.
• Once the mixture becomes impossible to stir, take it out of the cup and 

start moulding the ball with your hands. The ball will start out sticky and 
messy, but will solidify as you knead it. Once the ball is less sticky, continue 
rolling between your hands until it is smooth and round!



You will need
• 250ml of milk
• 4 teaspoons of white vinegar
• A bowl
• A sieve 

What to do
• Heat up the milk until it is hot, but not boiling
• Pour the milk into the bowl
• Add the vinegar to the milk and stir it up with a spoon for about a 

minute
• Pour the milk through the sieve into the sink – careful it may be hot!
• Left behind in the sieve  is a mass of lumpy blobs.
• When it is cool enough, you can rinse the blobs off in water while 

you press them together .
• Mould it into a shape and it will harden in a few days.



You will need
• 3 large clear plastic cups 
• A 1000 mg Vitamin C tablet from the 

pharmacy (you can also use two 500mg)
• Tincture of iodine (2%) 
• Hydrogen peroxide (3%)

• Liquid laundry starch 
• Safety goggles
• Measuring spoons
• Measuring jug

What to do
• Put on those safety goggles and mash the 1000 mg Vitamin C tablet by placing it into 

a plastic bag and crushing it with a rolling pin or the back of a large spoon. Get it 
into as much of a fine powder as possible. Then put all the powder in the first cup 
and add 60 ml of warm water. Stir for at least 30 seconds – this is “LIQUID A”

• Put 1 teaspoon of your LIQUID A into a new cup and add to it: 60 ml of warm 
water and 1 teaspoon of the iodine. Notice the brown iodine turned clear! – this is 
“LIQUID B”

• In the last cup, mix 60ml of warm water, 1 Tablespoon of the hydrogen peroxide and 
1/2 teaspoon of the liquid starch – this is “LIQUID C”

• Pour all of LIQUID B into LIQUID C. Then pour them back and fourth between 
the 2 cups a few times. Place the cup down and observe….be patient….somewhere 
between a few seconds and a few minutes, the liquid will suddenly turn dark blue!



You will need
• 2 litre plastic fizzy pop bottle
• Scissors
• Tablecloth or dish towel
• Gravel
• Sand

• Cotton wool
• Dirty water (you can make tap water dirty by 

adding food colouring, cooking oil, small bits of 
plastic or soil)

• Glass

What to do
• Cut the plastic bottle in half. Turn the top half upside 

down and put it inside the bottom half.
• Put the tablecloth in the plastic bottle. This is your 

filter. Pour the dirty water through it. What does the 
filtered water look like?

• Clean the plastic bottle. Make another batch of dirty 
water.

• Try using different materials as a filter. You can use 
gravel, sand or cotton wool. Which combination makes 
the water look cleanest?



You will need
• Food colouring
• Sweet almond oil or other light vegetable oil
• Essential oil (make sure it is suitable to put in 

bath bombs and that it's not for oil burners or 
candles)

• 10 tablespoons bicarbonate of soda
• 3 tablespoons of citric acid (you can buy this

from chemists and some supermarkets)
• Large mixing bowls - glass works best
• Muffin tray or other mould
• Small glass jar
• Mixing spoon
• Whisk

What to do
• Use the almond oil to lightly grease the muffin tray or mould.
• Mix the citric acid and bicarbonate of soda together in a glass bowl. 
• Mix together 12 drops of your essential oil, 10 teaspoons of sweet almond oil and 15-20 drops of 

food colouring. 
• Gradually pour the oil mixture into the dry mixture, stirring well. If the mixture starts to foam, 

you're adding the oil too quickly. The mixture is ready when it has the consistency of damp sand.
• Spoon the mixture into the muffin tray and press down firmly. It should make 2-4 bath bombs, 

depending on the size of your muffin tray.
• Leave the bath bombs to set for a few days.
• When you want to use one, carefully take it out of the mould and drop it into your bath



You will need
• Saucepan or microwave-safe container
• Plastic or wooden spoon
• 2 tablespoons of beeswax
• 2 tablespoons of honey
• 2 tablespoons of almond oil
• ½ teaspoon of essential oil - choose a flavour you like. 
• Small, clean jar with a lid.

What to do
• Melt the beeswax, honey and almond oil in a microwave-safe container. The mixture 

burns quite easily, so microwave it in 10 second bursts and take care not to burn it. 
Alternatively, you could melt the mixture in a saucepan on top of the stove.

• Stir the melted ingredients together and mix.
• Stir in the essential oil and mix.
• Pour the mixture into a clean jar. Let it cool before you put the lid on.



You will need
• Paintbrush or cotton bud
• White paper
• Lemon juice
• Small bowl
• Lamp

What to do
• Dip your paintbrush or cotton bud lightly in the lemon juice and write a message on 

the paper. You only need a tiny bit of lemon juice on your paintbrush. Don't put too 
much on, otherwise the message will take a long time to dry!

• Let the paper dry. You might be able to see the message at first, but as the paper 
dries it will disappear.

• Once the message has disappeared, hold the paper up to a lamp, or other heat source 
and see what happens.



You will need
• Red cabbage
• Knife
• Chopping board
• Large bowl
• Water
• Wooden spoon

• Sieve
• Measuring jug
• Clear plastic cups
• Kitchen items to test. You can use whatever 

you like, but good items to start with are 
lemon juice, ketchup, soap, vinegar, fizzy 
drinks and bicarbonate of soda.

What to do
• Take half a cabbage.
• Chop the cabbage into small pieces.
• Put the cabbage pieces in the bowl and add about 250ml of water.
• Mash the cabbage up using a wooden spoon.
• When you see a bright purple liquid in the bottom of the bowl, sieve the liquid into a measuring 

jug.
• Pour about 1cm of liquid into several different cups - each cup will be used to test a different 

kitchen item.
• Leave one of the cups as your 'control'. This will remind you what the original colour was and you 

can compare the colour changes to this. Add a few drops of the kitchen items to each and see 
the colours change.





You will need
• 500ml bottled water
• 3 x clear plastic cups or glasses
• Clear washing up liquid
• 1 tbsp table salt
• 100 ml ice cold isopropyl alcohol 
• Blue food colouring

What to do
• Mix the bottled water with the salt in a cup. Stir until salt is dissolved.
• Transfer 3 tbsp of the salt water into a separate cup.
• Gargle the salt water for 1 minute. Don't swallow it!
• Spit the water back into the cup.
• Add one drop of washing up liquid to the salt water. Stir gently. Try not to create any 

bubbles.
• In a separate cup, mix the isopropyl alcohol and 3 drops food colouring.
• Gently pour the alcohol and food colouring mixture into the salt water cup. Tilt the salt 

water cup as you pour, so the alcohol mixture forms a layer on top of the salt water.
• Wait for 2.5 minutes. You should see white clumps and strings forming.



You will need
• Water
• 2 litre plastic bottle
• Deep bowl - washing up bowls are ideal, but 

make sure it's clean!
• Masking tape

• Measuring jug
• Beaker
• Flexible plastic tubing
• Marker pen or biro

What to do
• Attach a strip of masking tape to the plastic bottle, from bottom to top.
• Fill the measuring jug with 50ml of water and pour the water into the bottle. Mark the water level 

on the tape.
• Repeat until you've marked right up to the top of the bottle - the bottle should be full.
• Fill the washing up bowl with around 10cm deep of water.
• Completely cover the mouth of the bottle with your hand, so no water can escape.
• Invert the plastic bottle into the bowl of water.
• Don't remove your hand until ALL of the mouth of the bottle is completely underwater.
• Insert one end of the plastic tubing into the water bottle. Hold onto the other end.
• Take a deep breath in. Exhale into the plastic tubing.
• Measure how much air is now in the bottle. Count up the number of lines where there is air, not 

water. Multiply the number of lines by 50 ml.


